We are now Refinitiv, formerly the Financial and Risk business of Thomson Reuters. We’ve set a bold course for the future – both ours and yours – and are introducing our new brand to the world.

As our brand migration will be gradual, you will see traces of our past through documentation, videos, and digital platforms.

Thank you for joining us on our brand journey.
Insight360

Developed and supported by TruValue Labs, Inc., Insight360 leverages the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board’s (SASB) ESG Materiality Framework to find opportunities and manage risks. Insight360 combines the power of TruValue Labs’ timely ESG insights with Thomson Reuters’ robust set of ESG data, all filtered by the SASB materiality standards.

WHAT’S INCLUDED

Insight360 uses artificial intelligence to provide analysts and investment managers with continuously updated, relevant, material data and scores for 8,000+ public companies worldwide. TruValue Labs collects and analyzes information related to leading industry standards set by SASB for ESG factors that are material for financial performance for each industry. Data is collected from more than 75,000 sources to provide insights and analysis for positive and negative portfolio filtering and company monitoring. The platform is transparent: Users can easily view underlying data and events and choose custom filters.

- See real-time sustainability ratings in chart form; select custom time ranges, compare companies to peers and benchmarks, and choose categories you care about.
- Apply SASB Materiality filter to 400+ Metrics: Combine Thomson Reuters robust library of ESG metrics with TruValue Labs timely events and scores.
- Identify companies with strong ESG momentum: Momentum indicator lets you identify a company’s ESG performance trajectory so you can make informed investment decisions. Rank companies with short, medium, and long-term scores. Scores help you construct portfolios and make timely decisions for any strategy, whether fundamental, active, smart beta, or quantitative.

FOR WHOM

Portfolio Manager, Wealth Managers, Equity Research Analyst, Quantitative Analyst.

TO BE USED ALONGSIDE

Fully integrated context sharing within Eikon. Thomson Reuters ESG data integrated in the app.

HOW TO ACCESS

Open the App Library in Eikon by selecting the Eikon button from the toolbar. Then click on “App Studio” to find the app. This particular app is available to all users of Eikon, for a fee.